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Abstract—Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) are planning to
provide better Quality-of-Service (QoS) support for their priority
users in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks. In order to
enable this feature for their infrastructure, MNOs are upgrading
their core, transport and radio acces network sites for better
differentiated QoS support. In this paper, based on real-world
network test experiments in one site of Turkey, we present how the
performance of LTE base stations behaves when higher priority
QoS to some LTE users are enabled. In order to evaluate this,
we compare the throughput performance of priority users with
respect to normal LTE users in different scenarios including
various frequencies and bandwidth. Our results demonstrate that
even though a pre-configured resource allocation can be given to
priority users in a commercial setting, real network performance
results can differ due to availability of other normal LTE users
and differences in obtained QoS Class Identifier (QCI) levels of
wireless network’s conditions.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Recent technological advancements in mobile technologies are having a huge effect on Mobile Network Operators
(MNOs) strategic decisions [1]. MNOs are coping to invest
on different solutions in order to remain competitive against
both vertical and horizontal players investing in mobile. As
the amount of data consumption of user equipments (UEs)
increases, ensuring same quality-of-service (QoS) support for
all UEs at the same time is starting to become costly for
MNOs. For this reason, most of the MNOs are starting
to differentiate their QoS support for UEs based on their
segmentation and traffic demands. However, due to nature of
wireless and mobile networks, there may exist gaps between
commercially guaranteed throughput values and real-world
QoS support for Long Term Evolution (LTE) priority UEs. One
of the main reason for this divergence is that the throughput
of each UE as well as the total throughput inside each cell
can be affected by scheduler algorithms. Therefore, before
practical deployments of any QoS-based prioritizing schemes,
the efficacy of the QoS-support solutions should be evaluated
via real-world experimental results for LTE UEs.

in [2]. The authors in [3] have investigated integrating QoS
support mechanisms into 4G systems via developing a crosslayer framework. A QoS based scheduling algorithm that can
prioritize Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) and non-GBR bearers
from QoS Class Identifiers (QCIs) while addressing QoS requirements of The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
specifications is studied in [4]. The authors in [5] demonstrate
via simulations that in case there exists many UEs in the
priority classification mechanism of scheduler, the scheduler
performance degrades more for less priority queues due to
network congestion or overload. Finally, a comparison of different schedulers in multi-tenant Software-Defined Networking
(SDN)-based LTE networks is given in [6].
B. Main Contributions
Although there have been various efforts to quantify the
QoS improvements of various schedulers on LTE users, none
of the above works have observed the effects of scheduling
and priority weighting on the performance of priority and
normal UEs active throughput in a real network operation
scenario. Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as
follows: (i) We build a real-world test network for QoS based
differentiation of LTE users, classifying them as normal and
priority test UEs. (ii) The resource allocation among UEs is
performed via creating priority users where a different nonGBR QCI profile is defined in Home Subscriber Server (HSS)
and priority users are statically assigned to this defined QCI
level. (iii) Our results indicate that even though prior weight
combinations can be configured for eNodeBs and can be made
available commercially, real test results may indicate higher
throughput results for priority users due to presence of other
normal UEs, QCI levels and traffic types. The remainder of
this article is as follows: In Section II, we provide system
model and end-to-end (e2e) differentiated QoS support and
scheduling for LTE users. In Section III, we give the experimental results of the studied solution. Finally in Section IV,
we provide the conclusions and future work of the proposed
solution.
II.

A. Related Work
There are various works that have investigated providing
QoS support for LTE users. A general network architecture that
can support QoS support per user and per service is provided

S YSTEM M ODEL AND C ONCEPTS

In our system, we assume that the set of multiple UEs given
by N = {1, 2, . . . , N } with N UEs. Let Np ⊂ N be the set
of priority UEs and Nn ⊂ N be the set of normal UEs. We
assume that in the set of multiple priority UEs given by Np =

{1, 2, . . . , Np }, there are Np priority UEs and in the set of
multiple normal UEs given by Nn = {1, 2, . . . , Nn }, there are
Nn priority UEs. The basis of QoS support in LTE networks
is accomplished via Evolved Packet System (EPS) bearers [7].
An EPS bearer is building a logical channel between UE and
packet data network (PDN). EPS bearers can be classified as
GBR and non-GBR bearers based on scheduling and queue
management policy.
Schedulers are the core component of LTE systems utilized
in eNodeBs for resource management among UEs and network
performance optimization. In its basic functionality, schedulers
are allocating resources to UEs based on their Channel Quality
Indicator (CQI) and QoS requirements which can be defined
by MNOs. The resource allocation mechanisms are commonly
based on giving the k th resource (time, frequency, etc.) to the
ith UE, if its metric (Ti,k ) satisfies the following equation,
i = arg max {wj Tj,k } .
j∈N

(1)

where wj is the weight assigned to each user based on their
priority status. For instance, wa /wb = 2, ∀a ∈ Np , ∀b ∈ Nn
is an example for 2 to 1 distribution between priority and
normal UEs respectively. A key challenge of providing e2e
QoS support for LTE users is mapping of different QoS
classes across different domains (such as radio access network
(RAN), transport and core networks) as well as providing
the appropriate scheduling methodologies that can enable QoS
differentiation among users. In eNodeBs of 4G systems, one
of the main scheduler methodology is using Proportional Fair
(PF) scheduling algorithm. The performance metric of PF
algorithm for the ith UE can be written as

Fig. 1: Cell-center and cell-edge locations for the testing site
in Nigde city of Turkey.

In order to create priority users, a different non-GBR QCI
profile is defined in HSS and those users are statically assigned
to this QCI level. This QCI value has a higher priority than the
QCI value of normal users. In RAN, eNodeB is configured by
applying a weight ratio of wa /wb = 1.5, ∀a ∈ Np , ∀b ∈ Nn
resource allocation inside PF scheduler when the E-UTRAN
Radio Access Bearer (E-RAB) is established. Therefore, resource allocations considering the CQI values are also taken
into account in eNodeB at the same time. For LTE networks’
PF scheduler parameters in (3), τ is selected to be 50 msec,
∆t to be 1 msec.

Experimantal Results and Discussion: Fig. 2 shows the
schematic illustration of the network topology used throughout
the real network experiments in test site. eNodeB marked
Ri,k (t)
Ti,k =
.
(2)
in red is feature enabled and feature disabled eNodeBs in
λi (t)
black colors are used for testing the QoS support functionality
of the deployed LTE network site under different scenarios.
where λi (t) denotes the average data rate of the ith UE and
Normally, for Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) values
it can be calculated by


below -65 dBm, LTE users are near distance locations to
X
1
δi,k (t − ∆t) × Ri,k (t − ∆t) connected eNodeB, for ranges between -75 dBm and -85
λi (t) = 1 −
×λi (t−∆t)+
,
τ
τ
dBm, LTE users are in middle distance locations to connected
k
(3)
eNodeB (practical value is around -80 dBm or slightly better
where τ > 1 denotes time constant of smooth filter which
and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is also good
controls the system latency and is the past window length, ∆t
for 800 Mhz (low bandwidth) conditions) and for ranges
is the allocation interval, which is the period of allocation,
between -100 dBm and -120 dBm, LTE users are considered to
and Ri,k (t) is the instantaneous achievable data rate of the ith
be in far (edge) distance to connected eNodeB (practical value
is -105 dBm or -110 dBm where noise limited conditions exist
user with the use of k th resource, and δi,k (t) ∈ {0, 1} takes
for 1800 Mhz (High bandwidth)). Our considered scenario for
the value of 1 if ith user is allocated with k th resource at tth
the experimental results is as follows: First, Nn = 3 normal
time, otherwise, it is 0.
test UEs are downloading data on different carrier frequencies
(800 Mhz and 1800 Mhz) and bandwidth (10 Mhz, 20 Mhz and
III. A N EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR DIFFERENTIATED
10+20 Mhz with Carrier Aggregation (CA)) via FTP server as
Q O S S UPPORT
shown in Fig. 2. Then, in all test scenarios, while normal test
In this section, we provide the experimental results for
UEs are downloading data, Np = 3 priority test UEs enter
enabling e2e QoS support for LTE users. Fig. 1 shows the
into the cell area and download data simultaneously under the
locations of LTE networks’ cell-edge and cell-center test sites
same connected eNodeB. After a certain amount of test period,
where all experimental tests are performed during busy hour
priority UEs quit the cell. Depending on the test scenario, those
traffic (between 20:00 and 21:00 local time) in Nigde city of
normal and priority UEs may be on the cell center or cell edge.
Turkey. In all the experimental tests, there are three priority
users and they enter into the cell area after a certain period
Fig. 3a shows the amount of traffic for both normal and
of time and leave after residing for a predetermined period of
priority UEs in 800 Mhz Download (DL) carrier frequency
when 10Mhz bandwidth is used. Both normal and priority test
time. All tests are performed in full-buffered traffic in order
UEs are located in the cell center. Fig. 3b plots the aggregated
to ensure that the scheduler of eNodeB is working in full
performance capacity.
traffic amount generated by two user types over the considered

Fig. 2: Constructed Test Topology for testing the QoS user differentiated functionality of eNodeBs.

test duration. Total traffic is generated by N = 6 test UEs.
First of all, it can be observed from these figures that once the
priority UEs are included in the cell, the throughput values of
the normal UEs drop. As can be seen in Fig. 3a, in 800 Mhz DL
carrier frequency, the total throughput amount between these
types of UEs is distributed with weights of 3 to 2 for priority
to normal test UEs respectively. In other words, priority UEs
have gained higher throughput. The same test are performed
in 1800 Mhz DL carrier frequency when 20Mhz bandwidth is
utilized in Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d. In this frequency range, the
throughput values for all UEs are higher. The distribution of
total amount of throughput for priority to normal test UEs is
2 to 1 respectively. The reason for this drop in throughput
values for normal test UEs is that there are additional normal
non-test UEs in the real-test site. In other words, number of
normal UEs is more than three (normal test UEs plus normal
UEs) whereas the number of priority UEs remains three. In that
case, since scheduler is assigning more resources to normal
UEs, even though the the weight configuration distribution is
wa /wb = 1.5, ∀a ∈ Np , ∀b ∈ Nn , we can easily observe that
in real-test network environment, priority UEs obtain double
throughput values.
In Fig. 4, normal test UEs are located in cell edge and
priority test UEs are located in cell center for Fig. 4a and
Fig. 4b and normal test UEs are in cell center and priority
test UEs are in cell edge for Fig. 4c and Fig.4d and using
20 Mhz is used for 1800 Mhz. As expected from Fig. 4a and
Fig. 4b, the DL throughput values of priority UEs are higher
than normal UEs. In Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, we can observe
that there is a throughput distribution of 3 to 1 that benefits
to priority UEs. As a matter of fact, although priority UEs’
resources have been configured to have 1.5 times more weight
compared to normal UEs commercially, we have observed that
higher resources being allocated even in same Radio Frequency
(RF) conditions in real-world test environment. For this reason,
when planning QoS allocations in the field, it is better to plan
up to 20% increase in resource allocation configurations. In
Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d, at 1800 Mhz, both the priority and the

normal UEs are obtaining same DL throughput values. This
is due to the fact that priority UEs are located in cell edge
and even though there is a 2 to 1 distribution of resources in
the configuration of the scheduler, obtained throughput values
become same due to low qualities of RSRP values. Note that
the eNodeB scheduler also considers the CQI values during
resource allocation in addition to static weight configuration
of the scheduler.
Fig. 5, shows the scenario for utilization of 1800 + 800
Mhz frequencies with 30Mhz (10+20 Mhz) bandwidth where
CA is performed. In general, current commercially deployed
LTE systems can provide 50 Mbps 60 Mbps for 10 Mhz
bandwidth, 110 Mbps 120 Mbps for 20 Mhz bandwidth and
140 160 Mbps for 10 + 20 Mhz bandwidth with CA in DL
transmission. For Upload (UL) transmissions, these values can
range between 20 22 Mbps for 10 Mhz and 46 Mbps for 20
Mhz badwidth. For Fig. 5, normal and private UEs are on cellcenters with good RF conditions (Cell Center RSRP is around
-70 to -80 dbm). Since the channel is good for all the test UEs,
priority test UEs obtain 2 to 1 throughput gain compared to
normal test UEs. In Fig. 5c, the experimental measurements
are obtained via performing handover from feature enabled
eNodeB (i.e. above discussed configuration ready eNodeB)
into feature disabled eNodeB for all test UEs. We can observe
that same DL throughput levels for normal and priority UEs
are obtained after moving into a cell whose feature is disabled.
On the other hand, for experimental tests in Fig. 5d, all test
UEs are moving towards a feature enabled eNodeB from a
feature disabled eNodeB. As can be seen, after entering the
feature enabled eNodeB, the priority user’s DL traffic value is
higher as expected.
IV.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we have investigated a potential solution of
providing better QoS support for differentiated UEs in order
to gain more revenues from the network services provided
by MNOs. Our solution is also tested in a real-network test
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Fig. 3: All UEs are located in cell center (a) 800 MhZ DL (b) 800 MhZ Total DL of Each User Type (c) 1800 Mhz DL (d)
1800 Mhz Total DL of Each User Type

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4: (a) 1800 MhZ DL (Normal user is in cell edge, priority user is in cell center) (b) 1800 MhZ Total DL of Each User
Type (Normal user is in cell edge, priority user is in cell center) (c) 1800 MhZ DL (Normal user is in cell center, priority user
is in cell edge) (d) 1800 MhZ Total DL of Each User Type (Normal user is in cell center, priority user is in cell edge)
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Fig. 5: (a) 800 + 1800 MhZ DL (All UEs are in cell center) (b) 800 + 1800 MhZ Total DL of Each User Type (All UEs are
in cell center) (c) 800 MhZ DL (Both UEs handover to a feature disabled enodeb) (d) 800 MhZ DL (Both UEs handover to a
feature enabled enodeb)

environment in Nigde city of Turkey. Our results indicate that
by appropriate configurations in both RAN and core network
side, MNOs can gain major benefits by differentiating priority
UEs and diversifying the network services provided for their
UEs. Moreover even though there exists three to two weight
throughput distribution configuration, we have observed up to
double throughput gains for priority UEs compared to normal
UEs when they are in cell center. Therefore, the throughput
gains for priority UEs don’t only depend on the weights
assigned via configurations, but depend on number of other
normal test UEs connected to same eNodeB and obtained CQI
values due to eNodeB scheduling. As a future work, we are
planning to experiment on comparisons of three types of UEs
normal, priority UEs and UEs with guaranteed fixed speed
connection.
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